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 Planet Earth
           A nuclear free zone !
 Planet Earth free of:
 nuclear power, weapons,
 propulsion, waste...

 Zero tolerance to nuclear power,
 weapons, propulsion, waste !
Nuclear power as energy provider ends!  Nuclear power stations
are dismantled!  New are not build!  Nuclear power leaks, pollutes air,
water, soil, whole ecochain and food chain!  Silent invisible it makes ev-
erything sick including people. Nuclear power station owners, operators,
employees (supervisor upwards) are held accountable: prosecuted for
threat to human survival, environmental vandalism, being a threat to
specie survival of animals and vegetation! They get, MS R7 !
Nuclear weapons are confiscated and destroyed.  Manufacturers
are closed down!  Research and technology of nuclear weapons ends!

  Remember the Attack on Humankind Remember
  the innocent civilians of 'Hiroshima/ Nagasaki'
Nuclear scientists, manufacturers, military stockpiling using them are
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held accountable: prosecuted for threat to human survival, environmen-
tal vandalism, being a threat to specie survival of animals and vegeta-
tion! They get, MS R7 !
Nuclear propulsion as transport mode ends!  Manufacturers are
closed down!  Research and technology of nuclear propulsion ends!  Nu-
clear propulsion scientists, engineers, manufacturers, operators, owners,
are held accountable: prosecuted for threat to human survival, environ-
mental vandalism, being a threat to specie survival of animals and vege-
tation! They get, MS R7 !
Nuclear waste pollutes air, water, soil, whole eco-
chain and food chain!  Silent invisible it makes ev-
erything sick including people.  But most danger-
ous it creates mutations including changes to hu-
man DNA!  People who are responsible for nuclear waste
are criminals of the worst kind.  A special rehabilitation is
build where the waste is stored.  The criminals responsible
live their with the waste: MS R7 !

Want Planet Earth to become a nuclear free zone? You have to
get active Go out side and let people know (non violent).
YOU DEMAND  PLANET EARTH to be a NUCLEAR FREE ZONE!
Contact all the media, politicians, demonstrate, ask teachers to discuss it
with the children.


